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Open Source is the Biggest Theme in Technology in 2018!

- IBM acquired Red Hat in a deal valued at $34B USD.
- Microsoft’s $7.5 billion purchase of GitHub, a code-sharing service largely adopted by the open source community
- Salesforce’s $6.5 billion acquisition of MuleSoft
- Cloudera and Hortonworks, both working around the open source Hadoop technology, agreed to merge in a $5.2 billion deal.
Background

● Unlike many other domains, the open source penetration into the IAM domain is quite limited.

● Even the people who love open source find it hard to convince their upper management to use open source IAM.

● There are many cases, where some open source IAM products/projects get rejected, just because they are open source.

● The lack of awareness and open source not good for security perception.
Objective

- Drive the adoption of open source Identity and Access Management (IAM) with the collaboration of open source IAM solution providers, product vendors, projects, and contributors.
Scope

● Evangelize the benefits of open source IAM.
● Be the collective voice to advocate open source IAM for policy makers.
● Facilitate communication between open source IAM solution providers, product vendors, projects and contributors giving them the opportunity to learn from and collaborate with each other.

Out-of-Scope

● Vendor-specific promotions and/or marketing
Who Can Join?

- **Solution Provider**: A company, which uses one or more open source IAM products or projects to build an IAM solution.
- **Product Vendor**: A company, which provides support for one or more open source products.
- **Project**: An open source project related to IAM.
- **Contributor**: Any individual interested in contributing in any means to promote open source IAM.
Companies Interested In

- Gluu, Inc.
- Red Hat, Inc.
- Scytale
- WSO2, Inc.
- ZmartZone IAM
Activities

- Thought leadership
- Partnerships
- Marketing, messaging, promotion around vision & mission
- Content
- Workshops
- Events
- Open Source IAM conference
- World tours, meetups
- Ecosystem promotion
- Engaging evangelists, influencers, analysts
Interested in Joining?

- Initial proposal: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1A6Um4Yt7Q4f5jolyJHzmmtiNRTk6qbw9TavyWYh94Og/edit

- Please write to: prabath@wso2.com or mike@gluu.org or hans.zandbelt@zmartzone.eu
THANK YOU